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A patching model for surface tension of spherical droplet
and Tolman length. II
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In the framework of density functional theory ~DFT!, two patching models for the density profile of
spherical liquid droplet are developed. The patching is based on analytical expressions of the
asymptote of the density profiles. The first model leads to analytic expressions of the Tolman length
and the effective rigidity constant, from which the temperature dependence of the Tolman length
and effective rigidity constant can be determined. The second model is developed particularly for
small spherical droplets, from which the dependence of chemical potential and the surface tension
of the droplet on the radius are obtained. The results are compared with numerical DFT calculations.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics. @S0021-9606~99!51847-3#
I. INTRODUCTION
This article continues the theme of our previous work1
~hereafter referred as Paper I!, that is, a study of surface
tension of liquid droplets and related properties. A motiva-
tion of the study is that it is relevant to the gas–liquid nucle-
ation, one of our recent research interests. It is well-known
that in the classical theory of homogeneous nucleation2 the
surface tension of a droplet is taken to be that of planar
surface, whereby the dependence of surface tension on the
radius of the droplet is not taken into account ~the capillarity
approximation!. It turns out that the resulting rates of the
nucleation based on the capillarity approximation can be or-
ders of magnitude different from measured ones in experi-
ments. An improvement over the capillarity approximation is
to account for the effect of size dependence of the surface
tension. Density functional theory ~DFT! of nucleation is
such a theory that implicitly incorporates this effect.3,4 In
fact, DFT is particularly useful to calculate the surface ten-
sion in the limit of an infinitely large droplet and to obtain
the limiting behavior of related surface properties.5–7 How-
ever, substantial numerical calculations involved in DFT
limit its wide applicability. On the other hand, simple phe-
nomenological theory of nucleation such as the classical one
not only offers analytical formulas for evaluating the rate of
nucleation but is also easy to apply. Therefore, a well-
grounded analytical formula for the surface tension of a
droplet will benefit future development of better phenomeno-
logical theory of nucleation.
In Paper I we obtained analytical expressions for the
surface tension of planar liquid–vapor interface and the Tol-
man length within the framework of DFT. We developed a
theoretical approach—the patching model for the asymptote
of density profile, from which a rational analytical expres-
sion for the density profile is obtained. This analytical ex-
pression can then be placed into the statistical mechanics
formulas for the surface tension and Tolman length. The Tol-
man length is the coefficient in the first-order curvature cor-
rection to the surface tension.
In this work, we will extend the approach in Paper I and
study not only the large droplets but also small droplets with
size comparable to critical droplets in gas–liquid nucleation
at high supersaturation. A different analytical expression for
the Tolman length will be present. Moreover, we will present
an analytical expression for the second-order curvature
correction—the so-called effective rigidity constant. The lat-
ter also plays an important part in the dependence of surface
tension on the radius of a droplet. Statistical mechanics for-
mulas for both the Tolman length and the effective rigidity
constant were originally derived by Blokhuis and Bedeaux.8
With the two curvature corrections, the formula for surface
tension provides a reasonable description of the size depen-
dence of surface tension of large droplets. We note that these
curvature corrections have been calculated numerically9,10
and an attempt to find analytical expressions for them has
also been made recently by Iwamatsu.11
We will introduce an appropriate approximation for the
surface tension of relatively small droplets. In this case, the
expansion about the ~small! curvature is no longer valid. We
have considered the size dependence of chemical potential of
the droplet and found this dependence for small droplets dif-
fers markedly from that obtained from the thermodynamics
of nucleation based on the capillarity approximation. This
behavior has also been mentioned in a previous DFT study.7
In this work, only the Yukawa system is chosen for
study, whereas in Paper I both Yukawa and Lennard-Jones
systems were studied. For Lennard-Jones systems the in-
volved equations can be so complicated that it is almost im-
possible to obtain analytical results in many situations. De-
spite that, we reported in Paper I that although the asymptote
of density profile has a different form, expressions for the
surface tension of planar liquid–vapor interface and the Tol-
man length are similar to those of the Yukawa system. We
therefore only consider the Yukawa system in this work.
The remainder of the paper is organized in the following
way. In Sec. II the patching model based on the functional
expansion of density profile about the small curvature is de-
scribed. Section III gives analytical expressions for the Tol-
man length and the effective rigidity constant. Section IVa!Electronic mail: xzengl@unl.edu
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describes the construction of a patching model for the den-
sity profile of relatively small droplets. Section V presents
the size dependence of chemical potential as well as the sur-
face tension of a spherical liquid droplet. Finally, the conclu-
sion is given in Sec. VI.
II. EQUATION FOR ASYMPTOTE OF DENSITY
PROFILE OF PLANAR LIQUID–VAPOR INTERFACE
AND CURVATURE CORRECTION
As in Paper I, we first obtain analytical expressions for
the asymptotes of density profile. The derived asymptotes
will then be used to build a patching model for the whole
density profile.
According to DFT12 all thermodynamic quantities of the
liquid–vapor system can be presented as a functional of the
density profile r(r). Let rb represents the density of bulk
phase ~liquid or vapor! and Dr(r)5r(r)2rb the difference
between the density at r and the bulk density. To obtain the
asymptote of density profile near bulk phase, we assume that
Dr(r)/rb is a small quantity. With this assumption, as
shown in Paper I, the equation for the asymptote of density
profile has the form
Dr~r8!5rbE dr9 c ~2 !~rb ,r !Dr~r9!, ~1!
where r5ur82r9u and c (2)(rb ,r) is the second direct corre-
lation function of the bulk phase.
For a large spherical droplet, the density profile r(r) can
be written as8,10
r~r !5r~0 !~z !1
r~1 !~z !
R 1
r~2 !~z !
R2 1fl , ~2!
where z5r2R is the distance from the dividing surface, R is
the radius of the dividing surface, r (0)(z) is the density pro-
file of the planar liquid–vapor interface, and r (1)(z),
r (2)(z),. . . , are the curvature corrections to the density pro-
file. Using expansion ~2! and Dr(r)5r(r)2rb , we can ex-
press the density of the system in the form
rb5r~0 !b1
r~1 !b
R 1
r~2 !b
R2 1fl ,
Dr~r !5r~0 !~z !1
Dr~1 !~z !
R 1
Dr~2 !~z !
R2 1fl , ~3!
where r (0)b is the bulk density of the system with planar
liquid–vapor interface and r (1)b , r (2)b , . . . , are curvature
corrections to the bulk density. The expansion in ~3! is about
a small parameter 1/R ~if R is dimensionless! or more pre-
cisely, about d/R where d is the size of the molecule ~in this
study, d is taken as the diameter of hard sphere!. Clearly, this
expansion is valid only for large droplets. We have another
expansion as shown in Eqs. ~5! and ~6! of Paper I. That
expansion is about the small parameter Dr(r)/rb and is
valid only in the region near bulk phase. Keeping only the
zero- and first-order terms in both expansions and using the
method proposed by Blokhuis,8 one can derive the following
two equations from Eq. ~1!:
Dr~0 !~z !52pr~0 !bE
0
‘
r2 drE
21
1
c ~2 !~r~0 !b ,r !
3Dr0~z1sr !ds , ~4!
and
Dr~1 !~z !52pr~0 !bE
0
‘
r2 drE
21
1
c ~2 !~r~0 !b ,r !@Dr~1 !~z
1sr !1Dr~0 !~z1sr !sr#ds . ~5!
Equations ~4! and ~5! are the first two equations of a series of
integral equations for the asymptote of density profile in the
quasiplanar approximation.
To calculate the second direct correlation function ap-
pearing in Eqs. ~4! and ~5!, we need a model system and a
free-energy functional for the liquid states of that system. In
this work we consider only the Yukawa system. Following
Paper I, we treat the Yukawa potential function as a hard
sphere plus a small attractive potential
w~r !52
bl3
4p
exp~2lr !
lr
, ~6!
where l51/d and b524p*0
‘dr r2w(r) are parameters of
the potential. We employed the free-energy functional with
local density approximation for the hard spheres and random
phase approximation for the attractive part.12,3,4 This func-
tional leads to a second direct correlation function given by
c ~2 !~r~0 !b ,r !5
d~r !
r~0 !b
2
1
kBT
]mh~r~0 !b!
]r
d~r !
2
1
kBT
w~r !, ~7!
where d(r) is the Dirac delta function and mh(r) is the
chemical potential of hard spheres in Carnahan–Starling
form.12,3,4 Substituting Eq. ~7! into Eqs. ~4! and ~5! yields
mbDr~0 !~z !12pE
0
‘
r2 drE
21
1
ds w~r !Dr~0 !~z1sr !50, ~8!
and
mbDr~1 !~z !12pE
0
‘
r2 drE
21
1
ds w~r !@Dr~1 !~z1sr !
1srDr~0 !~z1sr !#50, ~9!
where mb[]mh(r (0)b)/]r . The solution of Eq. ~8! has been
discussed in Paper I. Solving Eq. ~9! requires an assumption
that the solution can be expressed in the form
Dr~1 !~z !5~az1b !Dr~0 !~z !, ~10!
where a and b are two indeterminate parameters. Inserting
Eq. ~10! into Eq. ~9! and using Eq. ~8!, we have
~a11 !2pE
0
‘
r2 drE
21
1
ds w~r !srDr~0 !~z1sr !50. ~11!
Since the integral in Eq. ~11! cannot be zero for the nonuni-
form system, we have a521. Thus, Eq. ~10! becomes
Dr~1 !~z !5~b2z !Dr~0 !~z !; ~12!
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the parameter b will be determined later using the patching
conditions.
To obtain an analytical expression for the first curvature
correction of the density profile r (1)(z), we used the same
patching approach as in Paper I. This approach is based on
the continuity of the density profile and its first derivative at
the patching point z0 . For the Yukawa system, this approach
gives the density profile of the planar liquid–vapor interface
r~0 !~z !5r~0 !11c1 exp~2z1lz !, z.z0 ,
r~0 !~z !5r~0 !22c2 exp~z2lz !, z,z0 ,
c15~r~0 !22r~0 !1!
z2
z11z2
exp~z1lz0!, ~13!
c25~r~0 !22r~0 !1!
z1
z11z2
exp~2z2lz0!,
z05d
z12z2
z1z2
,
where r (0)1 is the density of vapor at saturation, r (0)2 is the
density of bulk liquid coexisting with the vapor, and zb
5(]m(r (0)b)/]r)1/2(mb)21/25(r (0)b2 xbmb)21/2 ~where xb is
the isothermal compressibility of bulk phase!. The patching
point z0 in Eq. ~13! is determined from the equimolar divid-
ing surface condition *
2‘
z0 z(]r(z)/]z)dz1* z0
‘ z(]r(z)/
]z)dz50. Combining Eqs. ~12!, ~13!, and the patching con-
ditions, one can arrive at
r~1 !~z !5r~1 !11~b12z !c1 exp~2z1lz !, z.z0 ,
r~1 !~z !5r~1 !12~b22z !c2 exp~z2lz !, z,z0 ,
~14!
b15
r~1 !22r~1 !1
r~0 !22r~0 !1
2
1
z1l
,
b25
r~1 !22r~1 !1
r~0 !22r~0 !1
1
1
z2l
,
where r (1)1 and r (1)2 are curvature corrections to the density
of saturated vapor and liquid, respectively; one can also eas-
ily show that8,10 r (1)b5@2s‘ /(r (0)22r (0)1)#r (0)b2 xb , where
s‘ is the surface tension of the planar liquid–vapor inter-
face. Having derived Eq. ~14!, the patching model for the
first curvature correction to the density profile of the planar
liquid–vapor interface is fully established. This correction
has been evaluated numerically in Ref. 10. Analytical ex-
pression for this correction was also derived by Blokhuis,13
for which he used a symmetric density profile with a free-
energy functional under the gradient expansion approxima-
tion. However, these two approximations result in a zero
value of the Tolman length.
III. TOLMAN LENGTH AND EFFECTIVE RIGIDITY
CONSTANT
In Paper I we obtained analytical expressions for the
surface tension of the planar liquid–vapor interface and the
Tolman length by using the statistical mechanics formulas of
Blokhuis and Bedeaux8 and the patching model for density
profile of planar liquid–vapor interface. The Blokhuis and
Bedeaux’s formulas ~with the random phase approximation!
for the surface tension and the Tolman length are
s‘5
p
2 E2‘
‘
dzE
0
‘
dr r3
]w~r !
]r E21
1
ds~123s2!r~0 !~z !
3r~0 !~z1sr !, ~15!
and
d‘52
p
4s‘
E
2‘
‘
dzE
0
‘
dr r3
]w~r !
]r E21
1
ds~123s2!~2z
1sr !r~0 !~z !r~0 !~z1sr !. ~16!
In this work, with the first curvature correction of the density
profile r (1)(z) from the patching model, we are able to ob-
tain analytic formulas for the Tolman length d‘ and effective
rigidity constant k ~k is related to the usual rigidity constants
k and k¯ as k5(2k1k¯ )/s‘! by using two other formulas of
Blokhuis and Bedeaux. Specifically, with the random phase
approximation these two formulas are given by8,10
d‘52
p
4s‘
E
2‘
‘
dzE
0
‘
dr r3
]w~r !
]r E21
1
ds~123s2!
3@r~0 !~z !r~1 !~z1sr !1r~1 !~z !r~0 !~z1sr !# ~17!
and
k5
p
4s‘
E
2‘
‘
dzE
0
‘
dr r3
]w~r !
]r E21
1
dsF ~123s2!~2z
1sr !~r~0 !~z !r~1 !~z1sr !1r~1 !~z !r0~z1sr !!
2
r2s2
3 ~325s
2!r~0 !~z !r~0 !~z1sr !G . ~18!
Note that both Eqs. ~16! and ~18! are only valid when the
equimolar dividing surface is located at z50. At this divid-
ing surface, the surface tension of large droplets can be writ-
ten as
se~Re!5s‘~122d‘ /Re1k/Re
21fl !, ~19!
where Re is the radius of equimolar dividing surface and se
is the surface tension at Re . In contrast, the Tolman’s for-
mula for the surface tension is valid at any dividing surface
and thus the limiting value of the Tolman length d‘ is inde-
pendent of the choice of dividing surface. However, when
both the first and the second terms in the expansion of the
surface tension about 1/R are involved, the second curvature
coefficient will depend on the choice of the dividing surface.
Therefore, Eq. ~19! is only applicable for the surface tension
at equimolar dividing surface.
Another often used dividing surface is the surface of
tension. At this surface the surface tension ss , the radius of
tension Rs , and the pressure of the uniform liquid and vapor,
p2 and p1 , can be related via the simple Laplace equation
p22p152ss~Rs!/Rs . ~20!
In view of the relation between Rs and Re , the ss can be
expressed by
ss~Rs!5s‘~122d‘ /Rs1~k1d‘
2 !/Rs
21fl !. ~21!
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For the Yukawa system, the integrals in Eqs. ~15!–~18!
can be carried out analytically when the density profile and
its curvature correction are given @Eqs. ~13! and ~14!#. As we
have shown in Paper I the surface tension @using Eq. ~15!# is
given by
s‘5~r~0 !22r~0 !1!
2 z1z2
z11z2
bd
2 l~z1 ,z2!, ~22!
where l(z1 ,z2)5@z12z21z22z114z1z212z1212z2214z114
z212#/2(z111)2(z211)2, and the Tolman length @using
Eq. ~16!# is given by
d‘5d
~z22z1!
2z1z2
l˜ ~z1 ,z2!, ~23!
where l˜(z1 ,z2)5@(z11z2)(z121z221z1z213z113z213)
2z1z211#/(z111)3(z211)3l(z1 ,z2).
Alternatively, with the first curvature correction to the
density profile at hand we can also obtain a different expres-
sion of Tolman length from Eqs. ~17! and ~22!; that is,
d‘52
r~1 !22r~1 !1
r~0 !22r~0 !1
2d
~z22z1!
2z1z2
l˜ ~z1 ,z2!. ~24!
As mentioned in Paper I, both functions l(z1 ,z2) and
l˜(z1 ,z2) change slowly with the temperature and both ap-
proach a limiting value 1 as T→Tc ~where Tc is the critical
temperature!. Therefore, the temperature dependence of the
Tolman length is mainly controlled by terms other than l˜ in
Eq. ~24!. It is interesting to point out that the simple mean-
field formula for the Tolman length13 @analogous to Eq. ~17!#
d‘52
2m
s‘
E
2‘
‘
dz
]r~0 !~z !
]z
]r~1 !~z !
]z
, ~25!
where m5p/15*0‘dr r5@]w(r)/]r# , combining with s‘
5(r22r1)2z1z2 /(z11z2)(bd/2) gives
d‘52
r~1 !22r~1 !1
r~0 !22r~0 !1
2d
~z22z1!
2z1z2
, ~26!
which would be the same as Eq. ~24! if l˜(z1 ,z2)51. More-
over, recalling r (1)22r (1)152s‘ /(r (02)22r (0)1)(r (0)22 x2
2r (0)1
2 x1) and using Eq. ~22!, we can rewrite both Eqs. ~24!
and ~26! as
d‘52
s‘
~r~0 !22r~0 !1!
2 F S 22 l~z1 ,z2!l˜~z1 ,z2! k~r~0 !2!D r~0 !22 x2
2S 22 l~z1 ,z2!
l˜~z1 ,z2!
k~r~0 !1!D r~0 !12 x1G , ~27!
where k(rb)5mb /b , and
d‘52
s‘
~r~0 !22r~0 !1!
2 @~22k~r~0 !2!!r~0 !2
2 x22~2
2k~r~0 !1!!r~0 !1
2 x1# . ~28!
We discussed in Paper I that Eqs. ~27! and ~28! can be
viewed as general expressions for the Tolman length.
Iwamatsu11 arrived at a similar formula but used a simple
square-gradient approximation for the free-energy functional
which may lead to unphysical values of zb at low tempera-
tures ~i.e., zb.1!. Compared to Eq. ~28!, Iwamatsu’s for-
mula does not include the term (22k(r (0)b)). Note also that
Iwamatsu’s formula can be derived from another mean-field
formula: d‘522m/s‘*2‘
‘ dzz(]r(z)/]z)2 plus the square-
gradient free-energy functional. If the patching model was
used, Iwamatsu’s formula would be similar to another for-
mula by Blokhuis for the Tolman length.
In Fig. 1 the temperature dependence of the Tolman
length d‘ is shown. The four curves correspond, respec-
tively, to the numerical DFT calculations with Eq. ~17!,10 Eq.
~24!, Eq. ~26!, and Eq. ~27! with numerical DFT values of
s‘ . It can be seen that all curves lie close to each other. In
particular, the shape and the bend of the curve from Eq. ~27!
is very similar to the curve from DFT calculations. All four
curves show that the Tolman length is a small negative quan-
tity with its absolute value weakly increasing with tempera-
ture. The same result was obtained in Paper I using the first
formula of Blokhuis ~16!.
One may notice that results of Tolman length shown in
Fig. 1 are in excellent agreement with those shown in Fig. 3
of Paper I. This is because these results originate from two
equivalent formulas proved by Blokhuis and Bedeaux. This
equivalence is somewhat lost @between Eqs. ~23! and ~24!#
due to the patching approximation made for the density pro-
file. However, the less than 5% difference in numerical val-
ues indicates that the proposed patching approximations are
quite accurate.
To obtain the effective rigidity constant, we substituted
the density profile and its correction ~13! and ~14! into Eq.
~18!
k5
r~1 !22r~1 !1
r~0 !22r~0 !1
d~z12z2!
z1z2
l˜ ~z1 ,z2!
2
d2~z1
21z2
22z1z2!
z1
2z2
2 g~z1 ,z2!2d2g˜~z1 ,z2!, ~29!
where
g~z1 ,z2!5@ l~z1 ,z2!~z111 !4~z211 !4#21
FIG. 1. The scaled Tolman length d‘*5d‘ /d versus the scaled temperature
T/Tc .
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and
g˜~z1 ,z2!5@2~z1
61z2
6!18~z1
51z2
5!112~z1
41z2
4!
18~z1
31z2
3!1z1
5z2
5~z11z2!110z1z2
3~z1
41z2
4!18z1
2z2
2~z1
41z2
4!12z1z2
3~z1
51z2
5!118z1z2~z1
31z2
3!112z1z2
3~z1
21z2
2!186z1
3z2
317z1
3z2
3~z1
31z2
3!
14z1
4z2
4~z1
21z2
2!112z1
2z2
2134z1
2z2
2~z1
31z2
3!
158z12z22~z121z22!123z14z24~z11z2!
136z1
3z2
3~z1
21z2
2!177z1
3z2
3~z11z2!
156z14z2418z15z25146z12z22~z11z2!#/
2l~z1 ,z2!z1
2z2
2~z111 !4~z211 !4.
The function g(z1 ,z2) also approaches to the limiting value
1 as T→Tc but g˜(z1 ,z2) approaches to zero as T→Tc . A
similar expression of k can be derived from the mean-field
formula:13
k5
4m
s‘
E
2‘
‘
dz z
]r~0 !~z !
]z
]r~1 !~z !
]z
, ~30!
which leads to
k5
d2
z1z2
Fr~1 !22r~1 !1r~0 !22r~0 !1 ~z12z2!2 z1
21z2
22z1z2
z1z2
G . ~31!
If the free-energy functional with square-gradient approxi-
mation is used, Eq. ~31! is reduced to k52d2/z1z2 , the one
obtained by Iwamatsu.11 In Fig. 2, three curves for the de-
pendence of the effective rigidity constant on the tempera-
ture are shown. They are, respectively, from numerical DFT
calculation using Eq. ~18!10 and from formulas ~29! and ~31!.
One can see from Fig. 2 that the agreement is reasonable, but
not as satisfactory as in the case of the Tolman length.
Using the analytical expressions for the Tolman length
and effective rigidity constant plus Eq. ~19!, one can obtain
the dependence of surface tension of a large droplet on the
radius. The results are shown in Fig. 3. Two other curves are
shown in Fig. 3: one is from numerical DFT calculation of
coefficients d‘ and k10 and the other is also from numerical
DFT calculation for the spherical droplet but using a differ-
ent statistical mechanics formula for the surface tension at
equimolar dividing surface,7 i.e.,
s~R !5
V1p1V
4pR2 1~p22p1!
R
3 , ~32!
where V is the grand canonical potential, V is the volume of
the system, p1 is the pressure of the uniform vapor, and p2 is
the pressure of the uniform liquid. One can seen from Fig. 3
that surface tensions evaluated from Eq. ~19! are qualita-
tively in good agreement with DFT results, especially for
large droplets. The agreement is even better if the curvature
coefficients are calculated numerically. The approximation
for the surface tension with two curvature terms @Eq. ~19!#
was also proposed by Baidakov and Boltachev,9 but their
numerical calculations were based on square-gradient free-
energy functional.
To close this section, we remark that clearly, the expan-
sion about the small curvature cannot work in the case of
small droplets. In the next sections we will introduce a
proper approximation for the surface tension of small drop-
lets.
IV. PATCHING MODEL FOR DENSITY PROFILE OF A
SMALL SPHERICAL DROPLET
To develop a patching model for the density profile of a
small spherical droplet, we still start from Eq. ~1! to obtain
an analytical expression for the asymptote of the density pro-
file. For the Yukawa system, once again Eq. ~7! is used for
the second direct correlation function of uniform system. In
this case, Eq. ~1! takes the form
mbDr~r!1E dr8 w~ ur2r8u!Dr~r8!50. ~33!
FIG. 2. The scaled effective rigidity constant k*5k/d2 versus the scaled
temperature T/Tc .
FIG. 3. The scaled surface tension at the equimolar dividing surface se*
5(p/6)(d2/kBT)se versus the reduced radius of the equimolar dividing
surface Re*5Re /d at T/Tc50.4. Horizontal line shows the surface tension
of planar liquid–vapor interface.
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For spherical droplets, Eq. ~33! can be written as
mbDr~r !1
2p
r
E
0
‘
dr8 r8Dr~r8!E
ur2r8u
ur1r8udy yw~y !50. ~34!
Let f (r)5Dr(r)r . Equation ~34! can be further written as
mb f ~r !12pE
0
r
dr8 f ~r8!E
r2r8
r1r8dy yw~y !
12pE
r
‘
dr8 f ~r8!E
r82r
r1r8dy yw~y !50. ~35!
Using Eq. ~6! for w(y) and taking the integration by parts
repeatedly for an infinite number of times in Eq. ~35!, one
arrives at
mb f ~r !2bF (
k50
‘
l22k f ~2k !~r !2 (
k50
‘
l22k f ~2k !~0 !
3exp~2lr !G50, ~36!
where f (2k)(r) denotes 2kth derivative of f (r).
For small droplets, we will focus on two regions on the
density profile: the region near the center of the droplet and
the vapor region at large r. Based on our previous results and
the work of Iwamatsu,11 it seems reasonable to assume that
f (r) can be written as a linear combination of exponentials.
With this assumption, f (r) at the region near the center of
droplet can be chosen as
f 2~r !52c2 sinh~z2lr !, ~37!
where c2 is a parameter to be determined by using the patch-
ing conditions. This choice of f 2(r) greatly simplifies Eq.
~36! because the second term in the bracket becomes zero.
For the vapor region at large r, f (r) takes the form
f 1~r !5c1 exp~2z1lr !, ~38!
where c1 is a parameter to be determined from the patching
conditions. For f 1(r) at large r the second term in the
bracket in Eq. ~36! can be neglected since it is much less
than the first term. Consequently, in both regions Eq. ~36! is
reduced to
mb2b(
k50
‘
zb
2k50. ~39!
Note that the infinite series summation in Eq. ~39! can be
easily carried out if zb,1, and in that case
mb2b~12zb
2!2150, ~40!
or
zb5S ]m~rb!]r D
1/2
mb
21/25~rb
2xbmb!
21/2
. ~41!
Indeed, only values of zb less than 1 are physically mean-
ingful. Otherwise, the density profile would change rapidly
for r much greater than d.
Given Eqs. ~37! and ~38!, the density profile of the
spherical droplet can be written as
r~r !5r22c2
sinh~z2lr !
r
, r,r0 ,
~42!
r~r !5r11c1
exp~2z1lr !
r
, r.r0 ,
where r0 is the patching point. We note that with the square-
gradient approximation for the free-energy functional,
Iwamatsu11 also obtained the same expression for the density
profile. However, in his results zb can be larger then 1, which
is unphysical. In our case, the fact that zb is always less than
1 is consistent with the precondition required for the summa-
tion in Eq. ~39!.
Finally, to determine the unknown parameters c1 and c2
in ~42! we used the condition of continuity of density profile
and its derivative at the patching point r0 , which gives
c15~r22r1!
12tanh~z2lr0!/~z2lr0!
11~z1 /z2!tanh~z2lr0!
exp~z1lr0!r0 ,
~43!
c25~r22r1!
11z1lr0
11~z1 /z2!tanh~z2lr0!
1
z2l cosh~z2lr0!
.
The only unknown quantity in ~43! is the patching point r0 .
Note that in the situation of the planar liquid–vapor interface
the patching point z0 can be simply determined via choosing
a proper dividing surface ~e.g., the equimolar dividing sur-
face!. Moreover, in the planar case, the density profile r(z)
does not depend on any external conditions and can be arbi-
trarily shifted along the z axis. For small spherical droplets,
however, the position of the patching point r0 depends on
droplet size. The latter is also a function of the supersatura-
tion of vapor or the chemical potential. In the next section,
our effort will be centered on finding the dependence of r0
on the chemical potential, as well as the dependence of the
surface tension of the spherical droplet on the radius.
V. SURFACE TENSION OF A SPHERICAL DROPLET
First, from ~42! and ~43! we can easily obtain the density
at the patching point r0 ,
r~r0!5r11~r22r1!
12tanh~z2lr0!/~z2lr0!
11~z1 /z2!tanh~z2lr0!
, ~44!
and density at the center of the droplet r50,
r~0 !5r22~r22r1!
11z1lr0
11~z1 /z2!tanh~z2lr0!
1
cosh~z2lr0!
.
~45!
Equation ~45! shows that r~0! is always smaller than the
density of uniform liquid r2 , and only in the case of an
infinitely large droplet (r0→‘) r(0)5r2 . This behavior
was previously called the self-overlapping of the surface
layer,7 which means that if the droplet is small the density
profile inside the droplet is mainly that of interface and the
profile never assumes the value of bulk liquid density. Simi-
lar behavior also takes place when a thin liquid film14 is
condensed on the surface of a macroscopic particle, i.e., in
the process of heterogeneous nucleation. However, for a
large droplet the density at the center of the droplet can be
larger than the density of the uniform liquid at coexistence
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r (0)2 due to compressibility. On the other hand, when r0
→0, r(0)→r1 ~the density of the supersaturated vapor! and
r0 becomes zero at gas spinodal. Beyond the gas spinodal,
only uniform liquid can exist ~liquid droplet cannot!.
Next, let Dm represent the chemical potential difference
from saturation. Thus, Dm50 for planar vapor–liquid inter-
face and Dm5Dms at the gas spinodal where r050. Assum-
ing r(r0)2r1 is a linear function of the chemical potential,
an assumption similar to the double parabola approximation
for the free energy used by Iwamatsu,11 the derivative
]m(rb)/]r can then be considered as a constant gb , i.e.,
]m(rb)/]r5]m(r (0)b)/]r[gb . The latter equality holds at
all liquid and vapor regions, except near the spinodal point
where ]m(rb)/]r changes considerably. If we still enforce
the equality in this region, we would overestimate the chemi-
cal potential at the spinodal but would have a complete
model ~including the spinodal point! for the derivative. From
the above equality we have rb5r (0)b1Dm/gb , where gb
can be calculated from the case of planar–liquid interface.
With above assumptions we also have r(r0)2r1
5aDm1b where two constants a and b can be determined
from two special conditions: ~1! at Dm50 we have the patch-
ing model for the density profile of planar liquid–vapor in-
terface, i.e., r(r0)2r15(r (0)22r (0)1)z2 /(z11z2), and ~2!
at Dm5Dms , r(r0)2r150. Using these two conditions,
Eq. ~44! can be written as
~r~0 !22r~0 !1!
z2
z12z2
S 12 DmDmsD
5
12tanh~z2lr0!/~z2lr0!
11~z1 /z2!tanh~z2lr0!
@r~0 !22r~0 !1Dm~g2
21
2g1
21!# , ~46!
from which we obtain the dependence of chemical potential
of the droplet on the size of droplet r0
Dm5~r~0 !22r~0 !1!
z2
z11z2
2
12tanh~z2lr0!/~z2lr0!
11~z1 /z2!tanh~z2lr0!
r~0 !22r~0 !1
Dms
z2
z11z2
1~g2
212g1
21!
12tanh~z2lr0!/~z2lr0!
11~z1 /z2!tanh~z2lr0
. ~47!
In Eq. ~47! there is only one unknown quantity, Dms , the
chemical potential difference at the spinodal. To obtain this
quantity we invoke the asymptotic behavior of the chemical
potential for large droplets, which can be described under the
capillarity approximation as in classical nucleation theory
Dm;
2s‘
r0~r~0 !22r~0 !1!
. ~48!
Also from Eq. ~47! we have, for large droplets,
Dm;
~r~0 !22r~0 !1!
z2lr0
S r~0 !22r~0 !1Dms 1g2212g121D
21
. ~49!
Combining Eqs. ~48! and ~49! gives
Dms5~r~0 !22r~0 !1!S ~r~0 !22r~0 !1!22s‘z2l 2g2211g121D
21
, ~50!
and substituting Eq. ~50! back into Eq. ~47! yields
Dm5~r~0 !22r~0 !1!
z2
z11z2
2
12tanh~z2lr0!/~z2lr0!
11~z1 /z2!tanh~z2lr0!
~r~0 !22r~0 !1!
2
2s‘~z21z1!l
2~g2
212g1
21!S z2z11z22 12tanh~z2lr0!/~z2lr0!11~z1 /z2!tanh~z2lr0! D
. ~51!
Equation ~51! is a central result in this section. It de-
scribes the dependence of chemical potential on the radius r0
of the droplet. Note that r0 cannot be identified as the radius
of a realistic dividing surface as Re for the equimolar divid-
ing surface or Rs for the surface of tension. To find out the
connection between r0 and Re or Rs , we used the definition
of the radius of equimolar dividing surface
Re
35
1
~r12r2!
E
0
‘
r3
dr~r !
dr dr . ~52!
Substituting the density profile of Eq. ~42! into ~52! yields
Re
35r0
313r0~11z1lr0!@~z1l!222~z2l!22#
3
12tanh~z2lr0!/~z2lr0!
11~z1 /z2!tanh~z2lr0!
. ~53!
Equations ~51! and ~53! allow us to obtain the dependence of
the chemical potential on Re . This dependence, where r0
plays the role of auxiliary parameter, is plotted in Fig. 4. In
Fig. 4 we also plot the dependence of chemical potential on
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the radius of the droplet derived from the classical capillarity
approximation; that is, Dm52s‘ /(r (0)22r (0)1)Re . As
shown in Fig. 4, marked differences can be found in the
behavior of chemical potential from the classical nucleation
theory and that from Eq. ~51!, and the differences become
even larger for small droplets. In fact, as Re→0 one curve
approaches a limiting value Dms while the other goes to
infinity. This behavior of chemical potential was found pre-
viously in the framework of DFT theory.7 Similar behavior
also occurs in the case of thin liquid film condensing on the
surface of a macroscopic particle. There, the behavior of the
chemical potential was explained by the presence of disjoin-
ing pressure in the thin liquid film.14
Last, we propose an analytical approach to estimate the
surface tension of a droplet. To calculate the surface tension
from DFT the usual approach is from Eq. ~32!. To do so,
however, one needs to calculate the work of critical droplet
formation, V1p1V , using a numerical method.3,4,7 Here, our
analytical approach starts from the Laplace equation ~20!
ss~Rs!5~p22p1!Rs/2. ~54!
Given the approximations made above, it is not unreasonable
to write the pressure difference p22p1 in the form
p22p15Dm~r~0 !22r~0 !1!1
~Dm!2
2 ~g2
212g1
21!. ~55!
Given p22p1 from Eq. ~55!, only one unknown quantity
remains in Eq. ~54!, i.e., the radius of the surface of tension
Rs . For the latter, a thermodynamic formula is given by
Rs
35
3~V1p1V !
2p~p22p1!
. ~56!
However, we cannot directly use Eq. ~56! since we do not
have V1p1V . To find Rs , we consider two limits: the large
and small droplet limits.
In the limit of infinitely large droplet, the Tolman’s for-
mula Re2Rs5d‘ is valid. Also in this limit, the density
profile ~13! gives Re5r02d(z12z2)/z1z2 . Combining
these two equations results in
Rs5r02d
z12z2
z1z2
2d‘ . ~57!
Combining four equations, ~51!, ~54!, ~55!, and ~57!, gives a
parametric dependence ~with the parameter r0! of surface
tension ss on Rs . This dependence is plotted in Fig. 5. Note
that this dependence works only for sufficiently large drop-
lets, for which the Tolman length can be considered as a
constant (d‘). The curve from exact DFT calculation @using
formulas ~32! and ~56!# is also shown in Fig. 5. One can see
that these two curves are close to each other in the region of
large droplets. Despite many simplifications and assump-
tions, the two curves show qualitative agreement even in the
region of small droplets.
In the second limit—the small droplet limit (Rs→0), we
do not have DFT results because the density profile of the
critical nucleus becomes very unstable near the gas
spinodal.3,4,7 Indeed, DFT cannot be applied for Rs;0 where
droplets consist of only a few particles. On the other hand,
from Eq. ~54! the behavior of the surface tension near Rs
50 can be analyzed. If Rs→0, the chemical potential Dm
→Dms and the pressure difference p22p1 approaches a
finite limiting value Dps5Dms(r (0)22r (0)1)
1(Dms)2/2(g2212g121) according to Eq. ~55!, where Dms is
given by Eq. ~50!. Thus, the behavior of the surface tension
near Rs50 can be described by a linear function of Rs
ss~Rs!;DpsRs/2. ~58!
Similar linear dependence of surface tension on the radius of
the droplet for small droplets was first mentioned by
Baidakov9 and Rusanov.15 As shown in Fig. 5, such a linear
dependence is valid only near Rs50.
In Fig. 5 two other curves are also shown, both from Eq.
~21!, but one is based on exact DFT and the other based on
FIG. 4. The scaled chemical potential of the liquid droplet Dm*
5Dm/kBT versus the reduced equimolar radius of the droplet Re*5Re /d at
T/Tc50.4.
FIG. 5. The scaled surface tension at the surface of tension ss*5(p/6)
3(d2/kBT)ss versus the reduced radius of tension Rs*5Rs /d at T/Tc
50.4. Horizontal line shows the surface tension of planar liquid–vapor in-
terface.
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patching model values of coefficients d‘ and k ~in both
cases, exact DFT value of s‘ is used!. One can see that these
two curves, especially the one based on exact DFT coeffi-
cients, describe the surface tension of large droplets quite
well. In fact, the formula of surface tension @Eq. ~21!# has
been used more often than the one given by Eq. ~54!, but this
formula works only when the expansion about small curva-
ture is valid, whereas Eq. ~54! provides a qualitative descrip-
tion of the surface tension for droplet with any size. From a
quantitative point of view, Eq. ~54! has a problem in that the
maximum value it gives is in the region of too-small size of
droplets, while Eq. ~21! gives the maximum in the region of
too-large droplets. We conclude that only Eq. ~21! plus the
numerical value of coefficients from DFT is capable of giv-
ing an accurate value of this maximum, compared to the one
from numerical DFT calculation.
VI. CONCLUSION
A patching model for the density profile of the spherical
droplet based on analytical expressions for the asymptote of
the profile is developed. Two possible models have been
described. One is based on the functional expansion of the
density profile about the small curvature and is therefore es-
pecially useful for very large droplets. Another patching
model, although much more complex, can be used for spheri-
cal droplets of various size. The first model allows us to
obtain analytical expressions for the surface tension of planar
liquid–vapor interface, the Tolman length, and the effective
rigidity constant. In spite of numerous assumptions and sim-
plifications, the resulting analytical expressions still provide
a good description, compared to the numerical DFT results,
of temperature dependence of surface quantities over a wide
range of temperatures.
As found in many previous work,1,5,6,10,16,17 we also find
that the Tolman length is a small negative quantity with its
absolute value weakly increasing with temperature. A second
formula for the Tolman length is presented in Eq. ~27!,
which is a special case of a more general expression for the
Tolman length as mentioned in Paper I. The effective rigidity
constant is also found to be a negative quantity with absolute
value increasing with temperature.
The negative signs of the Tolman length and effective
rigidity constant give rise to a nonmonotonic behavior of the
surface tension. This nonmonotonic behavior was also
pointed out in several papers based on DFT approach.5–7
Expressions for the Tolman length and effective rigidity con-
stant allows us to develop a description of the dependence of
surface tension on the radius of the droplet in the case of
large droplets. This dependence is in good agreement with
the exact DFT results for large droplets.
The second patching model for the density profile of the
spherical droplet allows us to obtain the difference between
the density in the center of the droplet and its value in the
bulk liquid. It turns out that this difference results in signifi-
cant changes in the behavior of chemical potential of small
droplets, compared to that from the thermodynamic theory of
nucleation based on the capillarity approximation. Finally,
the dependence of the surface tension of the spherical droplet
on the radius is also obtained. This dependence is quantita-
tively in good agreement with that from numerical DFT cal-
culations for large droplets, but qualitatively in good agree-
ment for small droplets. This dependence also demonstrates
a nonmonotonic behavior of the surface tension.
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